
READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

Nursery Nursery Nursery Nursery Nursery

Central Idea
Safe and positive relationships may contribute to 

wellbeing and self esteem.
- -

People who help us keep us safe, happy and 
healthy.

Change is necessary but exciting. Stories can be told in many different ways. 

Key Concepts Perspective, Responsibility, Connection - - Function, Connection, Responsibility Form, Connection, Responsibility
Function, Form, Perspective

Related Concepts Family, Cultures, Identity, Behaviour - - Identify, Safety, Communication, Community
Life cycles, Growth, Environment, Changes, 

Classification Interpretation, Creativity, Presentation, Imagination, Stories

Approaches to Learning
Social skills

Self-management skills
- -

Research - formulating and planning & gathering 
and recording. 

Thinking - application. 
Communication - speaking clearly & expressing 

ideas. 

Research - formulating and planning. 
Thinking - critical. 

Communication - speaking. 

Communication - reading.
Thinking - analysis. 
Research - evaluating and communicating. 

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine
See Reading Spine

Action Pupils settles and share in their enviroment
Children may choose to be a person who helps 
when they grow up. They can choose to make 

good or bad choices.

Showing what they have learnt by being proactive 
and caring in the environment. Children will be 
able to determine good or bad choices and act 

appropriately on this. 

To perform their own story and share with peers. 
To create stories in different ways (music, drama) 
To use story language like 'once upon a time' or 
refrains from traditional tales.Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions GOAL 15: Life on Land
GOAL 4: Quality Education

PYP Focus PSPE - - Social Studies Social Studies
Arts

EYFS Focus PSED - - UTW, EAD UTW, EAD, CLL
EAD, CL, READING, WRITING

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

How to be happy and build positive relationships 
(perspective). 

Our responsibilities to help us feel safe and secure 
(responsibility).

How our beliefs and celebrations connected 
(connection). 

- -

The roles of people in our community (function). 
Who do go to in different emergencies 

(connection). 
What we can do in an emergency (responsibility).

- The features of minibeasts (form).
- Why humans need minibeasts (function).

- Our responsibilities to protect living creatures 
(responsibility) - The variety of ways people tell stories (function).

- The structure of a story (form).
- Storytelling through a range of different media (perspective).

Year R Yr R Yr R Yr R Yr R Yr R

Central Idea
Learning about ourselves and what we can do 

allows our self identity to develop.
Homes reflect our culture and local conditions. - People in communities keep us safe. All living creatures may play a role in our lives. Stories can be told in many different ways. 

Key Concepts Form, Perspective, Causation Connection, Form, Perspective - Function, Connection, Responsibility Form, Connection, Responsibility Function, Form, Perspective

Related Concepts
Communication, Family, Interaction, Diversity, 

Identity
Properties, Environment, Culture - Identify, Safety, Communication, Community

Life cycles, Growth, Environment, Changes, 
Classification

Interpretation, Creativity, Presentation, 
Imagination, Stories

Approaches to Learning

Self-management - emotional management.
Communication - listening (directions & 

instructions).
Social - self-control (regulate emotions).

Communication - listening. 
Research - consuming & processing.

Thinking - analysis (identify unique features).
-

Research - formulating and planning & gathering 
and recording. 

Thinking - application. 
Communication - speaking clearly & expressing 

ideas. 

Research - formulating and planning. 
Thinking - critical. 

Communication - speaking. 

Communication - reading.
Thinking - analysis. 

Research - evaluating and communicating. 

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine  - See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine

Action 
Being active in the classroom and talking about 

their new friends at home.
Discussing what they have learnt and noticing 

similarities and differences
 -

Children may choose to be a person who helps 
when they grow up. They can choose to make 

good or bad choices.

Showing what they have learnt by being proactive 
and caring in the environment. Children will be 
able to determine good or bad choices and act 

appropriately on this. 

To perform their own story and share with peers. 
To create stories in different ways (music, drama) 
To use story language like 'once upon a time' or 

refrains from traditional tales.

Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 1: No Poverty  - GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 4: Quality Education

PYP  Focus PSPE PSPE - Social Studies Social Studies Arts

EYFS Focus PSED, CL PSED, EAD - UTW, EAD UTW, EAD, CLL EAD, CL, READING, WRITING

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing


READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

Our physical characteristics (form).
How our characteristics, likes and dislikes can be 

different to each other (perspective).
How we manage our feelings and behavious 

(connection)

What makes a house a home (form).
How homes reflect culture (connection).
How our homes are different to others 

(perspective).

-

The roles of people in our community (function). 
Who do go to in different emergencies 

(connection). 
What we can do in an emergency (responsibility).

- The features of minibeasts (form).
- Why humans need minibeasts (function).

- Our responsibilities to protect living creatures 
(responsibility)

- The variety of ways people tell stories (function).
- The structure of a story (form).

- Storytelling through a range of different media 
(perspective).

Year 1 Yr1 Yr1 Yr1 Yr1

Central Idea Family, community and wellbeing make us unique. The past influences the present and the future. Observation leads to understanding. - - Creativity can be expressed in many ways.

Key Concepts Form, Responsibility, Perspective Change, Form, Function Form, Connection, Responsibility - - Perspective, Connection, Change

Related Concepts
Human body, Choice, Relationships, Wellbeing, 

Diversity, Community
Castles, Royalty, Past, Present, Future Animals, Plants, Environment, Observation - -

Influence, Inspiration, Creativity, Audience, 
Technique, Expression

Approaches to Learning
Communication

Social
Research
Thinking

Communication - exchanging information, 
speaking.

Research - gather & recording. 
Thinking - reflection. 

- -
Social - interpersonal.

Thinking - creative.

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine  -  - See Reading Spine

Action 
Children accept and celebrate everyone within 

their diverse community.

Children will be inspired to visit places with local 
and national history and learn more about their 

own heritage through inquiring into their families 
past.

Children will also think about the changes that 
they could be making now to influence their 

future.

Children will reflect on the impact of their own 
actions on other living things and take action to 
change the negative effects whether on a small 

scale in their own homes or in the wider 
community.

 -  -
Working collaboratively as a class to create a 
piece of artwork that represents their class 

animal.

Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 4: Quality Education GOAL 15: Life on Land  -  - GOAL 4: Quality Education

PYP Focus PSPE Social Studies Science - - Arts

NC Focus PSHE, Science, History and art History and DT Geography, Science and Computing - - Art, Geography, music

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

Our bodies (form).
How relationships between people can be 

different (perspective).
The communities that we belong to  

(responsibility).

Royal castles and their features (form).
The role of the Monarchy (function).

How people's lives have changed (change).

Earth's living things (form). 
How living things rely on the natural world  

(connection). 
How our actions impact the natural world  

(responsibility).

- -
What makes something creative (perspective).

The influences on creativity (connection).
How creativity has changed over time (change).

Year 2 Yr2 Yr2 Yr2 Yr2 Yr2 Yr2

Central Idea
Health and wellbeing can be affected by 

relationships. 
Homes can be affected by significant events. Technology may enhance our lives.

The lives of significant individuals affect society 
today. 

Environmental factors and human actions 
influence life cycles of living things. 

Imagination can lead to innovation.

Key Concepts Connection, Perspective, Responsibility Causation, Change, Responsibility Change, Connection, Perspective Causation, Connection, Responsibility Change, Connection, Responsibility Form, Function, Perspective

Related Concepts
Wellbeing, Support, Health, Communities, 

Relationships, Balance
Disaster, Past , Locality, Materials, Properties, 

Historical events.
Technology, Coding, Enhancement, Digital, 

Creativity
Care, Chronology, Significance, Society, Impact, 

Advancements
Habitat, Transformation, Cycles, Adaptation, 

Ecosystems, Survival
Aesthetics, Evaluation, Creativity, Innovation, 

Analysis

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QvDGbLBdw4n2cvT8GDmUPzfrFL4SC_WQzW58SL2eLIg/edit?usp=sharing


READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

Approaches to Learning

Social - accepting responsibility & group-decision 
making.

Thinking - acquisition of knowledge.
Communication - presenting knowledge.

Research - planning and observing. 
Thinking - acquisition of knowledge & application 

of knowledge.

Communication - information technology
Research - use of online devices
Social - interacting safely online

Research - consuming & processing
Communication - literacy
Social - group interactions

Thinking - evaluation.
Self-Management - managing self.

Communication - write for different purposes. 

Research
Social

Thinking

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine

Action 

Choose to use breathing strategies to help me 
focus and relax. 

Encourage my family to eat a balanced diet. 
Encoruage my family to exercise regularly. 

Choose to seek help if I ever feel down. 

Children will discuss, plan and design new homes 
for those that may have lost theirs due to 

significant events.

Children will use technology responsibly. 
Children will understand when it may be 

appropriate to not use technology.  Children may 
encourage families to spend less time on devices 

and more time together. 

Children will voice and share their desire for an 
equal world.  Children may be inspired to raise 
money, argue for something they believe in or 

help those less fortunate. 

Children choose to look after the local 
environments. Children encourage their families 

to make sensible choices with their waste.
Children support the growth of natural habitats 

and life cycles. 

Children design products that have less impact on 
the environment

Children use innovation to develop the lives of 
others 

Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being
11. Sustainable cities & communities.

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure. 
GOAL 9: Industry Innovation and Infrastructure

Goal 3: Good health and well-being
Goal 10: Reduced inequalities

GOAL 14: Life Below Water
GOAL 15: Life On Land

GOAL 9: Industry, innovation and infrastrucure

PYP Focus PSPE, Science Social Studies Technology Social Studies Science, Social Studies Arts

NC Focus Science, PSHE History, DT and Geography Computing and English RE, PSHE and history Science, Geography Art, science and DT

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

How we all have different needs (perspective).
How a balanced lifestyle leads to a healthy one 

(connection).
How people can support others in being healthy 

(responsibility). 

Disasters that affect homes (causation).
How significant events lead to impovements 

(change).
The local and global responses to significant 

events (responsibility). 

How technology has developed over time 
(change).

How technology is used in different areas of our 
lives (connection).

How views of technology may differ (perspective). 

Why individuals choose to make a difference 
(causation).

How individuals may impact societies 
(connection). 

How we can influence on today's society 
(responsibility).

The stages and characteristics that form the cycle 
of life (change).

Connections between the life cycles of plants and 
animals (connection). 

Factors that influence life cycles of living things 
(responsibility). 

- How imagination and creativity can influence 
design (form).

- The role of evaluation in the design process 
(function).

- How aesthetics may influence choice 
(perspective).

Year 3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3

Central Idea
Humans need to take care of themselves to be 

healthy.
Lives may change through the discovery of new 

materials. 
Natural phenomena can affect our lives. The earth's features are continuously changing.

Biodiversity relies on maintaining a balance within 
nature.

Beliefs and cultures can be communicated in 
different ways. 

Key Concepts Responsibility, Function, Form Form, Change, Connection Causation, Function, Responsibility Form, Causation, Perspective Connection, Causation, Responsibility Form, Perspective, Connection

Related Concepts
Choice, Balance, Systems, Nutrition, Self-

awareness
Comparing, Grouping, Formation, Analysing, 

Appreciating
Classifying, Pattern, Forces, Magnets, Light Settlement, Cutlure, Choice, Processes, Weather

Conservation, Cycles, Interdependence, 
Biodiversity, Survival, Balance

Composition, Creativity, Expression

Approaches to Learning
Self-management - organisation

Thinking - reflection
Self-management - emtional intelligence

Communication - media representation
Research - information literacy

Social - social intelligence

Communication - persuading others
Thinking - connecting cause and effect

Research - making observations

Social - social intelligence
Communication - informed choices

Research - information literacy

Research - evaluating & communicating.
Social - respecting others. 

Social - respecting thoughts, feelings and beliefs of 
others. 

Communication - recognising the meaning of 
visual and kinesthetic communication. 

Core Text See reading spine See reading spine See reading spine See reading spine See reading spine See reading spine

Action 
Pupils encouraged to change their diets and look 

after their mental health.

Digital exhibition of Stone Age life to present to 
the classes as well as being posted on their dojo 

page to share with parents. 

The children design a campaign to raise 
awareness about how global warming is affecting 

the polar bears.

Producing an informative video to provide 
information to consumers who wish to travel to 

Naples, Italy.
Children may research and investigate natural 

disasters not explicitly taught. 

Childre understand the importance of bees and 
how they impact the environment.

Children may research and look at how to support 
their own local environment (gardens/parks). 

Children learn about their own beliefs and are 
able to express (share) this in class with their 

peers. 

Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 13: Climate Action GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing


READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

PYP  Focus PSPE, Science Social Studies, Science Science Social Studies Science Social Studies

NC Focus Science, PSHE History, Science Science and Geography Geography and DT Science and DT History and RE

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

The structure of the human body (form).
How body structures work together (function).
How people can take care of their bodies and 

minds (responsibility).

How natural materials are created (form).
How people's lives have changed over time 

(change).
The discoveries may affect modern life 

(connection). 

Natural phenomena at work (function).
How natural phenomena affect the lives of 

humans and animals (causation).
The technological advances to predict, monitor 

and track natural phenomena (change). 

The geographical features (form).
The effects of change in geological features 

(causation).
How choices made are affected by the 

environment (perspective).

The interdependence of organisms within the 
natural world (connection). 

Factors that influence biodiversity (causation).
Our responsibility to maintain biodiversity 

(responsibility).

How people expressed themselves at other 
periods in history (form).

How artistic expression communicates different 
beliefs (perspective).

How historical and modern beliefs are similar and 
different (connection).

Year 4 Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4

Central Idea
Understanding our mind and body is essential to 

our health.
Past events and discoveries shape the 

environment and our lives. 
Rivers can be essential to life.

Communities can be created by invasion and 
settlement.    

Urban environments of the future should be 
sustainable. 

Expressive arts can allow diversity and self-
expression.

Key Concepts Function, Change, Connection Form, Change, Causation Change, Connection, Perspective Form, Causation, Connection Change, Connection, Responsibility Form, Connection, Perspective

Related Concepts Human body, Wellbeing, Environment, Lifestyle Discovery, Purpose, Ideas
Cycles, Erosion, Interdependence, Matter, 

Geography, Location
Communities, Settlement, History, Culture, 

Inflence, Use of land
Transformation, Development, Choice, 

Community
Creativity, Symbolism, Diversity, Self-expression, 

Communication

Approaches to Learning
Research - gathering

Thinking - forming decisions
Social - emotional intelligence

Communication - interpretation.
Research - creating. 

Thinking - generating ideas.

Thinking - analysis of perspective.
Communication - using IT in new ways.

Social - cooperating.

Research - gathering and recording
Thinking - analysis

Communication - speaking

Communication
Research

Social
Self-management
Communication

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine

Action 
Children will be able to make informed choices 

through understanding what a healthy diet is and 
the impact this has on their overall health.

Children will work together on different projects - 
creative and technical - as individuals and within 

groups using their knowledge of electricty.

Children research current flood defence systems 
in the UK. With climate change causing more 

intense and wet weather in the UK, children will 
design a flood water defence system for the River 

Thames.

Children will look at how communities are 
established including culture, customs and laws.

By envisioning themsleves ten years from now, 
chldren will design a Dartford that is sustainable.

Children will understand that as individuals we 
express ourselves in different ways. Children will 
therefore express themselves as individuals and 

appreciate the expressiveness of others who 
choose to do so in a different way to themselves. 

Global Engagement GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality

GOAL 16: Peace and Justice strong institutions

PYP Focus Science Social Studies Science Social Studies Science & Social Studies Arts

NC Focus Science and Art History and Science Science and Geography RE and History Sciencen and Geography DT, Art and PSHE

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

How the digestive system works (function).
How our body behaves depending on how we 

treat it (change).
How a healthy diet will affect our wellbeing 

(connection).

Major events, discoveries and inventions (form). 
The development of discoveries and inventions 

(change). 
The influence of the past on our lives today and 

the future (causation).

How rivers shape our physical and human 
landscapes (change).

The role of rivers within the natural world 
(connection).

Why people are attracted to live near rivers 
(perspective).

How settlements of the past were created (form). 
How invasions can lead to new communities 

(causation).
How past communities influence the present 

(connection). 

Differences between human environments 
(change).

Human impact on envrionments (connection).
Planning for cities of the future (responsibility).

The expressive arts (form). 
How expressive arts work together (connection). 

The appreciation of the expressive arts 
(perspective).

Year 5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5

Central Idea
Justice systems can guide how people live.

Discoveries can improve our knowledge.
Human invention can impact the availability of 

resources. 
Legacies can determine the creation of societies.

Humans can control the future of species and 
resources.

Associations can be made between different 
cultures. 

Key Concepts Change, Causation, Perspective Form, Function, Connection Causation, Connection, Responsibility Form, Causation, Perspective Form, Change, Responsibility Form, Function, Connection

Related Concepts
Conflict, Critical analysis, Audience, Government, 

Governance, Rights, Rules
Discovery, Energy, Shape, Order, System, 

Imagination
Resources, Conservation, Scarcity, Conflict, 

Invention, Location
Influence, Tradition, Settlement, Community, 

Symbols, Transformation
Choice, Consequence, Relationships, Reflection, 

Resources
Expression, Creativity, Interpretation, Tradition, 

Values, Governance

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BGr5-R3Qtw0N_c3KsjlQJXxHyMP8WFi1xlEl0-ebPkM/edit?usp=sharing


READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

Approaches to Learning
Research - organising and presenting.

Communication - how to respectfully disagree.
Social - listening and turn taking.

Research - finding information
Thinking - evaluating

Communication - building ideas

Research - selecting information
Thinking - problem solving

Social - accepting responsibility

Thinking - evaluation.
Communication - presenting.

Social - cooperating in a group.

Social - accepting responsibility.
Communication - writing and speaking.

Research - presenting research findings. 

Research - using the internet
Social - accepting differences

Communication - expression through arts

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine

Action 
A reviewed behaviour policy ratified by the 

students.

Children will recreate initial space camp 
provocation and design their own space dance 

and make their own space food.

Children will design, advertise and make a product 
that can improve

clean water or save water. 

Children may choose to buy fair trade products. 
Children may investigate fair trade in more depth 
& will advocate for fair trade products in school. 

Children create a podcast about raising awareness 
of human's impact on habitats

and make a sustainable bird hide that has no 
impact on the rainforest or

loss of natural habitat.

Children design ther own Olympic opening 
ceremony.

Global Engagement GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation GOAL 9: Industry Innovation and Infrastructure
GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and 

Production
GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the goal

PYP Focus Social Studies Science Science Social Studies Social Studies Social Studies

NC Focus History and PSHE Science and History Science, Geography and DT History, PSHE and RE Geography and DT History, PE and PSHE.

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

Why a justice system is necessary  (causation).
How Crime and Punishment is being transformed 

(change).
The fairness of justice systems (perspective).

The solar system we live in (form).  
How the Solar system works (function). 

How discoveries are interconnected with our 
knowledge (connection).

The reasons that resources are scarce (causation).
The influence of human activity on resources / 

distribution (connection). 
Human access to resources (responsibility). -- how 

could we bring the ecology 

The creation of legacies (form). 
How a way of life can influence trade and 

settlement (causation). 
How a legacy has shaped our society today 

(perspective). 

Endangered species and loss of natural habitat 
(form). 

Human impact on the planet (change). 
How it is human's duty to prevent or reverse 

negative impacts on the planet (responsibility).

The structures of societies (form).
How societies communicate their beliefs 

(function).
The relationship between past and present 

traditions (connection).  

Year 6 Y6 Y6 Y6 Y6 Y6 Y6

Central Idea Living things undergo adaptation and change. Wars can be detrimental for prosperity. Sustainability is important for the environment. Life style choices can contribute to health. Conflict may occur over access to resources. Expression and imagination engages audience.

Key Concepts Change, Connection, Causation Responsibility, Perspective, Change Function, Connection, Responsibility Function, Responsibility, Perspective Form, Connection, Causation Form, Perspective, Causation

Related Concepts Evolution, Time, Inheritance, Change
War, World, Prosperity, Audience, Conflict, 

Society
Sustainability, Energy, Equality, Innovation

Care, Choices, Wellness, Health, Nutrition, 
Decisions

Conflict, Peace, Culture, Resolution, Civilisation
Expression, Audience, Creativity, Ownership, 

Imagination

Approaches to Learning
Thinking

Social
Research

Thinking
Social

Research

Research
Thinking

Self-management

Self-management
Research
Thinking

Research
Self-management
Communication

Communication
Self-management

Social

Core Text See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine See Reading Spine

Action 
Create a stop animation movie of the stages of 

evolution in the stlye of David Attenborough

Children perform a motivational speech about 
how war impacts people and how to prevent 

further conflict.

To come up with an invention or an idea to make 
the world a more sustainable place; utilising 

knowledge acquired this term. 

Children will make healthy eating choices with 
their lunches. 

Children may make a choice to join a club. 
Children may verbalise their decisions, such as a 

choice to stop eating chocolate. 

Understanding how conflict comes about and 
importance of negotiating and sharing the planet 

along with our resources. 

Children will create a learing journey of the year 
using shadow sillouette and other arts and 

expressions. 

Global Engagement GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being GOAL 15: Life on Land GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the goal

PYP Focus Science Social Studies Science, Social Studies Science, PSPE Social Studies, PSPE Science

NC Focus Science and Computing History and RSE Science and Geography Science and PSHE History, PSHE Science

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uGdZ3RYLyaQlNpy_qX_soiNet-eYQty_DO_3A8hSkJA/edit?usp=sharing


READING SPINE WHO WE ARE 
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and 
values; personal, physical, mental, social and 
spiritual health; human relationships including 
families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights 
and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the 
discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the 
interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, 
from local and global perspectives.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS  
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical 
and biological) and human societies; how humans 
use their understanding of scientific and 
technological advances on society and on the 
environment.

HOW WE ORGANISE OURSELVES
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-
made systems and communities; the structure 
and function of organisations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on 
humankind and the environment.

SHARING THE PLANET
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the 
struggle to share finite resources with other 
people and with other living things; communities 
and the relationships within and between them; 
access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES 
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and 
express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and 
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into...

Why change occurs over time (change).
 Why people look they way they do (causation).

Current affairs that may lead to change 
(connection).

How war has shaped our lives today (change).
Why we should not have wars (perspective). 
Our responsibility to prevent future conflict 

(responsibility). 

How we can use renewable energy sustainably 
(function).

How non-renewable energy affects the 
environment (connection).

Taking action to use sustainable energy 
(responsibility).

How bodies work (function)
What makes a balanced diet (responsibility)

How to make the right  lifestyle choices 
(perspective)

How conflicts can be brought about (form). 
The development of conflicts past and present 

(connection).
How conflict can be managed in different ways 

(causation).

What makes a performance engaging (form).
What we like about a performance (perspective).

Why people enjoy different performances 
(causation).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CCTjrCURP_vbjmC3eFWo5CLiZhTOfJc5zTQJR5R13v4/edit?usp=sharing

